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ABSTRACT Controlling the crystallographic phase purity of III-V nanowires is notoriously difficult, yet this is essential for future
nanowire devices. Reported methods for controlling nanowire phase require dopant addition, or a restricted choice of nanowire
diameter, and only rarely yield a pure phase. Here we demonstrate that phase-perfect nanowires, of arbitrary diameter, can be achieved
simply by tailoring basic growth parameters: temperature and V/III ratio. Phase purity is achieved without sacrificing important
specifications of diameter and dopant levels. Pure zinc blende nanowires, free of twin defects, were achieved using a low growth
temperature coupled with a high V/III ratio. Conversely, a high growth temperature coupled with a low V/III ratio produced pure
wurtzite nanowires free of stacking faults. We present a comprehensive nucleation model to explain the formation of these markedly
different crystal phases under these growth conditions. Critical to achieving phase purity are changes in surface energy of the nanowire
side facets, which in turn are controlled by the basic growth parameters of temperature and V/III ratio. This ability to tune crystal
structure between twin-free zinc blende and stacking-fault-free wurtzite not only will enhance the performance of nanowire devices
but also opens new possibilities for engineering nanowire devices, without restrictions on nanowire diameters or doping.
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Semiconductor nanowires are predicted to be key
components of future devices and systems. Offering
reduced dimensionality, outstanding materials prop-

erties, and the capability for bottom-up assembly, these
nanostructures are highly promising nanobuilding blocks.
Nanowire-based devices, such as solar cells,1,2 lasers,3,4

photodetectors,5 integrated photonic circuits,6 and highly
sensitive biological and chemical sensors7 have already been
developed. Several of these devices were created using III-V
nanowires.2,4,5 III-V nanowires are ideal for photonic de-
vices due to their direct band gap and superior electrical
properties. Furthermore, III-V nanowires can be grown
epitaxially on Si, which enables III-V nanowire optoelec-
tronic devices to be integrated with established Si micro-
electronics technology.8

Despite significant advances in nanowire growth, the
crystallographic quality of nanowires remains difficult to
control. The cubic zinc blende (ZB) phase, which is the stable
phase in bulk III-V materials, is not always the dominant
phase in nanowires. Instead, nanowires often feature the
hexagonal wurtzite (WZ) phase in sections of, or throughout,
the nanowire. Twin defects, stacking faults, and ZB-WZ
polytypism are commonly reported problems. Several stud-
ies have demonstrated that these defects adversely impact
the optical and electronic properties of III-V nanowires, for
instance, by reducing the quantum efficiency, carrier life-

time, and carrier mobility.9 Device applications demand
nanowires with excellent physical properties, and conse-
quently, control over the nanowire crystal structure is
imperative. On the other hand, controlled twin planes,
stacking faults, and polytypism offer new possibilities for
engineering nanowire band structure, luminescence polar-
ization, and emission energy.10

Research into controlling nanowire crystal structure has
intensified. Several reports address the diameter depen-
dency of nanowire crystal structure, with smaller diameter
nanowires tending toward a WZ phase and larger diameter
nanowires tending toward a ZB phase.11-13 Algra et al.
observed a dramatic transition from a WZ structure to a
periodically twinned ZB structure upon the addition of Zn
dopants to the InP nanowire growth system.12 Caroff et al.
used a combination of nanowire diameter and growth
temperature to controllably achieve WZ and periodically
twinned ZB InAs nanowires.13

The aforementioned methods for controlling crystal phase
necessitate a particular choice of nanowire diameter or the
deliberate introduction of dopants. Arguably, nanowire
diameter and doping can change nanowire properties as
dramatically as crystallographic phase itself. For device
applications, it is desirable to control crystal quality without
sacrificing important specifications of diameter and dopant
levels. Furthermore, these methods seldom produced truly
phase-perfect nanowires free of twin defects and stacking
faults.
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Fortunately, two basic growth parameters have exhibited
potential as a means to control crystal phase. These basic
parameters are, first, growth temperature and, second, the
ratio of the group V precursor flow rate to the group III
precursor flow rate, termed the V/III ratio. Increasing the
growth temperature is known to promote twin defect forma-
tion in GaP14 and GaAs13,15 nanowires. Increasing the
second parameter, V/III ratio, is known to reduce the occur-
rence of twin defects in GaAs nanowires.16

In this study, we vary only these two basic growth
parameters, to achieve III-V nanowires in either perfect WZ
or ZB form. This method affords precise control over nano-
wire crystal structure, using only basic growth parameters
without limiting diameter choice or requiring dopant addi-
tion. We demonstrate that for a given diameter, both WZ
and ZB nanowires can be grown without stacking faults or
twin defects. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first report of twin-free ZB InAs nanowires.

By identifying the growth conditions that dictate nano-
wire growth, we gain much insight into the mechanisms of
WZ and ZB growth and planar defect formation. In this
article, we develop a theoretical model, based on classical
nucleation theory, to support these mechanisms. Several
studies advocate nucleation theory for the study of WZ and
ZB formation in nanowire and bulk systems.14,17-19 Glas et
al.18 have developed a robust nucleation model which first
predicts nucleus formation at the vapor-liquid-solid triple-
phase boundary, and second predicts WZ nanowires at high
supersaturation growth conditions. Johansson et al.14,19 and
Algra et al.12 have developed useful nucleation models to
explain the formation of WZ nanowires and periodically
twinned ZB nanowires. Our model builds on these pre-
existing models to describe the effect of temperature and
V/III ratio on nanowire crystal structure. Importantly, our
results and theoretical analysis reveal that changes to the
surface energy at the nanowire nucleus-vapor interface,
brought about by changes in temperature and V/III ratio, are
crucial for the ZB-WZ phase transition.

InAs nanowires were grown via horizontal flow metalor-
ganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) using trimeth-
ylindium (TMI) as the group III precursor and AsH3 as the
group V precursor, and Au nanoparticles to drive nanowire
growth. InAs(111)B substrates were treated with poly-L-
lysine solution followed by a solution of colloidal Au nano-
particles 50 nm in diameter. Nanowires were grown at a
pressure of 100 mbar and a total gas flow rate of 15 slm.
Prior to growth, each substrate was annealed in situ at 600
°C under AsH3 ambient to desorb surface contaminants.
After the substrate cooled to growth temperature, the AsH3

flow was adjusted and TMI was introduced to initiate nano-
wire growth. The growth time was 30 min for each sample.
The group III (TMI) flow rate was 1.2 × 10-5 mol/min for all
growths. We studied growth temperatures between 375 and
550 °C. To study V/III ratio, AsH3 flow rates were chosen
between 1.7 × 10-5 and 4.1 × 10-3 mol/min to attain V/III

ratios between 1.4 and 370, varying in binary orders of
magnitude. InAs nanowires grown under various tempera-
ture and V/III conditions were characterized by field emis-
sion scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM). Adjunct studies of GaAs
nanowire growth, and studies using different Au nanopar-
ticle diameters (10, 20, 30, and 100 nm), were performed
to demonstrate the applicability of our results to other
nanowire diameters and to III-V materials other than InAs.
These additional results are presented in section S2 of the
Supporting Information.

FESEM (Hitachi 4500) investigations were carried out at
an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. FESEM analysis was used
to identify the general morphology of the nanowires such
as facet planes, diameter, and height. Figure 1 illustrates
FESEM images of typical nanowires grown at different
temperatures and V/III ratios. Nanowires generally grew
normal to the (1̄1̄1̄)B substrate, indicating the nanowires
have a [1̄1̄1̄] or [0001̄] orientation defined by whether they
were ZB or WZ, respectively. InAs nanowire growth occurred
in a limited range of temperatures and V/III ratios, consistent
with previous studies of III-V nanowires.20 We examined
the crystal structure of nanowires throughout this range.

For TEM investigations, nanowires were mechanically
transferred to holey carbon grids and analyzed using a
Phillips CM300 TEM operated at 300 kV. Conventional bright
field and dark field TEM imaging of the nanowires along the
[11̄0]/[112̄0] zone axis was used to identify the crystal
structures, twin phase boundaries, and stacking faults, in
combination with selected area diffraction and lattice imag-
ing. To ensure consistency and reproducibility, at least three
nanowires from each sample were examined in detail. Key
growths were duplicated, and at least 10 nanowires were
examined in such cases. Nanowires were screened for twin
defects and stacking faults over their entire length. The
composition of the Au nanoparticle was studied by energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis.

Figure 2 illustrates high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and
selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) of InAs nanowires
grown at the lower (400 °C), middle (450 °C), and upper
(500 °C) temperatures of the growth window. At 400 °C
(Figure 2a), the nanowires are pure ZB without planar
crystallographic defects. The SADP in Figure 2e consists of

FIGURE 1. FESEM images of InAs nanowires. Nanowires were grown
at temperatures between 400 and 500 °C, with V/III ratios as
indicated. Scale bar is 1 µm. Samples are tilted at 40°.
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a single set of diffraction spots characteristic of a twin-free
ZB crystal. At the higher growth temperature of 450 °C
(Figure 2b), the nanowires feature a mixture of WZ and ZB
segments. The diffraction pattern (Figure 2f) is a superposi-
tion of WZ and ZB diffraction patterns. Certain ZB diffraction
spots appear as doublets, for instance, (002̄)a and (1̄1̄1)b.
This is indicative of rotational twins (as denoted by a and b)
in the [1̄1̄1̄] growth direction which give superimposed
diffraction patterns along the 〈11̄0〉 direction.

At the highest growth temperature, 500 °C, nanowires
have a predominantly WZ structure (Figure 2c). The diffrac-
tion pattern (Figure 2g) is characteristic of WZ crystal, and
streaks in the [0001] direction indicate the presence of
stacking faults along the (0001̄) growth plane. HRTEM
reveals that thin ZB segments, up to six bilayers thick, are
also present. Note that the diffraction pattern does not reveal
this minority ZB phase due to the high contrast streaks
arising from the stacking faults.

Here, it is important to understand the definitions of ZB,
WZ, twins, and stacking faults. ZB sections follow an AB-
CABC stacking sequence, whereas WZ sections follow an
ABABAB stacking sequence. Each letter represents a bilayer
of III-V pairs as described in section S3 of the Supporting
Information. In a WZ structure, a stacking fault occurs when
a single bilayer is misplaced, locally creating a ZB stacking
sequence. For instance, sequence ABABCBCB, growing from
left to right, features a faultily placed bilayer at C. This creates
a minimally thin ZB segment, ABC. A twin plane defect
occurs when a single bilayer is faultily stacked in a ZB crystal,
which reverses the stacking sequence from ABC to CBA. For
example, in a section ABCABACBA, growing from left to
right, A is the faultily stacked bilayer creating the twin plane.
We denote A the “twinned bilayer”. This creates a minimally

thin WZ segment ABA. Sequential twin planes, or equiva-
lently sequential twinned bilayers, create an extended WZ
structure. As the proportion of twinned bilayers increases
from 0 to 100%, the crystal phase changes from ZB to WZ.
In Figure 3, the proportion of twinned bilayers is quantified
for different growth temperatures and V/III ratios. These data
were determined by examining HRTEM images and count-
ing the number of twinned bilayers per segment of 20
bilayers. For each data point we analyzed 10 segments, each
20 bilayers thick. These segments were chosen randomly
from at least four HRTEM images obtained from at least two
different nanowires. Figure 3a clearly illustrates that as
growth temperature is increased, the nanowire makes a
transition from ZB to WZ.

Next, we examine the V/III ratio and find it has a remark-
able effect on crystal structure. A high V/III ratio promotes a
ZB phase whereas a low V/III ratio promotes a WZ phase.
This trend is clear in Figure 3b, which plots the proportion
of twinned bilayers in nanowires grown at different V/III
ratios.

FIGURE 2. TEM results for InAs nanowires. (a-d) HRTEM images of nanowires grown at the indicated temperatures and V/III ratios, and (e-h)
their respective SADP. The insets in (a-d) show higher magnification images with ZB and WZ regions, and stacking faults (SF) labeled. The
indexed SADP patterns illustrate the nanowires are (e) twin-free ZB, (f) mixed ZB (spots denoted “a” and “b”) and WZ (spots denoted “h”)
with stacking faults and twin defects, (g) WZ with stacking faults, and (h) stacking fault-free WZ.

FIGURE 3. Percentage of twinned bilayers. Nanowires were grown
at (a) different temperatures and a V/III ratio of 46, and (b) different
V/III ratios, with constant growth temperatures of 400 °C (black) and
500 °C (gray). Error bars represent the standard deviation over 10
segments of nanowire, each segment 20 bilayers thick.
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For example, compare the predominantly WZ nanowires
of panels c and d of Figure 2 with a common growth
temperature of 500 °C. The nanowires grown at a higher
V/III ratio of 46 (Figure 2c) have a high density of stacking
faults and some thin ZB sections. The nanowires grown with
a significantly lower V/III ratio of 2.9 (Figure 2d), in contrast,
were pure WZ and free of stacking faults. Clearly, a low V/III
ratio reduces stacking faults and promotes a perfect WZ
phase. Only a thin, less than 40 nm thick, neck region at
the nanowire tip, directly below the nanoparticle, shows any
degree of polytypism. The neck region is formed during
postgrowth cooling,21 rather than during growth, so it is
omitted from the quantitative analyses of Figure 3.

By a combination of a high growth temperature and low
V/III ratio, pure WZ nanowires, as in Figure 2d, were
obtained. These nanowires complement the pure ZB nanow-
ires of Figure 2a grown at the low temperature of 400 °C
and high V/III ratio of 46. Thus two basic parameters,
namely, growth temperature and V/III ratio, afford precise
control over the nanowire crystal phase. To further demon-
strate this ability to control crystal phase over the entire
nanowire length, section S1 of the Supporting Information
presents bright field TEM images of typical ZB and WZ
nanowires, along with HRTEM and SADP taken at multiple
points along the nanowire length.

Furthermore, pure ZB and pure WZ nanowires could be
achieved across the wide range of nanowire diameters
investigated. Section S2 of the Supporting Information
presents TEM results for nanowires catalyzed by Au nano-
particles of diameter 10-100 nm. For both narrow and wide
nanowire diameters, twin-free ZB nanowires could be
achieved using low temperature and high V/III ratio, and
stacking fault-free WZ nanowires could be achieved using
the opposite conditions.

Moreover, these results translate to III-V material sys-
tems other than InAs. For example, using the same prin-
ciples, GaAs nanowires could be tailored between twin-free
ZB and perfect WZ, over a wide range of nanowire diam-
eters. TEM results for GaAs nanowires are detailed in section
S2 of the Supporting Information.

To develop a physical explanation for the ZB-WZ phase
control demonstrated, we require information about the
sidewall facets adopted under different growth conditions.
Certainly, growth temperature and V/III ratio can have a
significant effect on the thermodynamic stability of sidewall
facets, as on nanowire crystal phase.22

SEM and TEM were used to determine the sidewall facets.
Using SEM, we indexed the sidewall facets against the {110}
cleavage planes of the substrate. Using TEM, we studied
short (<500 nm long) sections of nanowire and imaged their
cross sections along the 〈1̄1̄1̄〉/〈0001̄〉 zone axis. We also
imaged full nanowire lengths along the 〈11̄0〉/〈112̄0〉 and
〈112〉/〈11̄00〉 zone axes. By indexing these TEM images
against their corresponding SADP, we confirmed the side-
wall indices.

Consistent with previous studies of III-V nanowire face-
ting, ZB/WZ nanowires featured approximately hexagonal
cross sections with six dominant {112}/{11̄00} side-facets
(Figure 4a,b).22-24 The {112} and {11̄00} families are
parallel. Toward the base of the nanowires, where more
significant radial growth has occurred, ZB nanowires fre-
quently have an undulated, or microfaceted appearance as
in Figure 2b. There, alternating {001} and {111}, {111}A
and {111}B, or {113} and {111} microfacets comprise
overall {112} sidewalls (Figure 2b).22

The six {112} facets are not all equivalent and can be
subdivided into three {112}A and three {112}B facets.22,24

The lower surface energy, stable {112}B facets tend to be
elongated compared to the {112}A facets (Figure 4a), so the
nanowire cross section tends toward a triangular shape
rather than a perfect hexagon, as reported previously for
GaAs and GaP nanowires.22,24 This is thought to be a
consequence of radial growth: under the high group V
overpressure conditions in the growth window, radial growth
occurs preferentially on the {112}A facets, which then grow
out.22,24

For WZ nanowires, the six side-facets are approximately
equal in length due to the nonpolar nature of {11̄00}
surfaces (Figure 4b). In a minority of highly tapered WZ
nanowires, {112̄0} facets are observed at the nanowire
base, although the remainder of the nanowire remains
{11̄00}. Figure 4d illustrates the facets of such a nanowire.
These {112̄0} surfaces are thought to evolve during kineti-
cally limited radial growth on nanowire sidewalls, rather
than during axial growth.2

For our nucleation model, we are primarily interested in
facets in the vicinity of the nanowire growth front. The
observed faceting behavior is partially driven by radial
growth and yet gives an understanding of the possible
nucleus facets at the nanoparticle-nanowire interface: the
{112}/{11̄00}, {001}, {111}, and {113} families. We also
consider other plausible low index facets, namely, the {11̄0}

FIGURE 4. Bright field TEM and SADP of nanowire cross sections
taken along the [111] zone axis. (a, b) Mixed ZB/WZ nanowire grown
at 450 °C with {112}/{11̄00} facets. (c) SADP pattern corresponding
to image (b). (d) WZ nanowire grown at 500 °C with {112̄0} facets
at the base and {11̄00} facets at the tip.
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and {112̄0} facets, which have been reported for nano-
wires with significant radial growth or grown at high tem-
peratures.2,25

Our theoretical model builds on pre-existing models
developed by several groups.12,14,17-19,26 These have estab-
lished that III-V nanowires grow by repeated formation of
two-dimensional nuclei on the nanoparticle-nanowire in-
terface. Nucleation occurs at the three-phase contact line,
where vapor, nanoparticle, and nanowire meet.14,18 Once
a nucleus of critical size has formed, bilayer growth propa-
gates over the remainder of the interface. Consider the
nucleus illustrated in Figure 5, with height h (a single bilayer
of III-V pairs).

Each nucleus creates a new external vapor-nucleus
(v-n) facet at the three-phase contact line. Each nucleus (or
bilayer) is named according to its v-n facet, for instance, as
a {1̄1̄1}A nucleus (or bilayer). The v-n facet makes an angle
θ with the vertical and may be vertical as in Figure 5b
({11̄0}, {112̄0}, and {11̄00} nuclei), inward-inclined as in
Figure 5c ({1̄1̄1}A and {001̄} nuclei), or outward-inclined
as in Figure 5d ({111̄}B and {001} nuclei). The {112̄0} and
{11̄00} nuclei form with a twin plane, whereas the other
nuclei do not involve a twin plane. This nomenclature is used
to define the nuclei throughout this report.

We restrict our model to the six low index (singular) v-n
facets: {1̄1̄1}A, {111̄}B, {001}, {11̄0}, {11̄00}, and
{112̄0}. This gives a discrete set of six possible nuclei. Thus,
each bilayer has a low index v-n facet. These bilayers are
basic building blocks which can be constructed into higher
index facets, such as {112} and {113}.27 Accordingly,
{112}A (or B) facets are comprised of a 2:1 ratio of {111}A
(or B) and {001} bilayers, and {113}A (or B) facets are

composed of alternating {111}A (or B) and {001} bilayers.
This is illustrated in section S4 of the Supporting Information.
High index facets possess physical and chemical character-
istics in between those of their composite low index singular
facets.27 This further justifies a model of only low index
facets.

According to EDX and TEM analysis, the nanoparticle is
a polycrystalline Au-In alloy of hemispherical shape, as
discussed in detail in section S7 of the Supporting Informa-
tion. This suggests that during growth, nanoparticles were
liquid. Accordingly, our model is derived for a liquid nano-
particle. The model is, nevertheless, also valid for solid
particles which sinter or distort at the nanoparticle-nanowire
interface.21

The enthalpy associated with nucleus formation is given
by

for nuclei with and without twins, respectively. In these
equations, ∆µ is the change in chemical potential per III-V
pair, a is the area per III-V pair on the {111} growth
interface, γt is the twin formation energy, and b and c are
geometric factors depending on the nucleus shape. The term
Γ represents the total change in surface and interfacial
energy due to nucleus formation, given by

FIGURE 5. Schematic illustrations of the nucleus, liquid nanoparticle, and nanowire, indicating key parameters. (a) � is the contact angle of
the liquid nanoparticle. (b) γln, γvn, γls, and γvl are the energies of the liquid-nucleus sidewall, vapor-nucleus, liquid-nucleus upper face,
and vapor-liquid interfaces, respectively. The external nucleus facet is (b) vertical with θ ) 0, (c) inward-inclined with θ < 0, and (d) outward-
inclined with θ > 0. (e) A hexagonal nucleus of bilayer height, h. (f, g) Possible nuclei on the different pre-existing side-facets. The labels A
and B denote two types of nonequivalent pre-existing side-facets.

∆Gt* )
b2h2Γt

2

2c(∆µ
a

- γt)
and ∆G* ) b2h2Γ2

2c
∆µ
a

(1)
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In this formula, � is the contact angle of the liquid nanopar-
ticle, R is the fraction of nucleus perimeter in contact with
the vapor, and γln, γvn, γls, and γvl are the energies of the
liquid-nucleus sidewall, vapor-nucleus, liquid-nucleus up-
per face, and vapor-liquid interfaces, as illustrated in Figure
5. A complete derivation of eqs 1 and 2 is given in section
S5 of the Supporting Information.

The formation of inclined nuclei causes a change in �,
meaning distortion of the nanoparticle. The quantity Γ
accounts for the distortion. Formation of outward-inclined
nuclei (Figure 5d), for example, {111̄}B, causes the nano-
particle-nanowire interface to locally expand, the nanopar-
ticle to be pulled taut, and � to decrease.12 With continuing
nucleation of outward-inclined {111̄}B nuclei, � decreases
further, until a critical angle �c where Γ{111̄}B is large and
another nucleus is favored. This nucleus is either an inward-
inclined {001̄} nucleus without a twin plane or a vertical
{11̄00} nucleus accompanied by a twin plane, which re-
spectively relieve the distortion or prevent further distortion
of the nanoparticle. The relative values of Γ{001̄} and Γ{11̄00}

determine whether the nucleus is {001̄} or {11̄00}. On the
other hand, inward-inclined nuclei (Figure 5c), for example
{1̄1̄1}A, cause � to increase,12 until Γ{1̄1̄1}A is large and an
outward-inclined {001} nucleus, or a vertical {11̄00} nucleus
accompanied by a twin plane, become more energetically
favorable. Parts f and g of Figure 5 illustrate the possible
nuclei on each of the nonequivalent side-facets.

Then, following the approach of Johansson et al.,14,19 the
probability of a twinned nucleus is given by

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the growth
temperature (K). Pure ZB growth requires Pt ) 0, and pure
WZ growth requires Pt ) 1. Section S5 of the Supporting
Information gives a complete description of the model. Here
we focus on how growth conditions affect the parameters
in eqs 1 and 2 and, consequently, affect the probability of
twin nucleation, which in turn determines the experimen-
tally observed ZB to WZ growth transition. Using published
data for InAs, we obtained estimates for the parameters in
eqs 1 and 2. The twin formation energy, γt, takes into
account the lattice parameter and ionicity of InAs.28 This is
estimated as approximately half the stacking fault energy,
giving γt of 0.94 meV/Å2.29 The vapor-liquid surface energy
γvl lies between the surface energies of pure Au and pure In

and depends on the liquid composition.30 We choose γvl )
56 meV/Å2. At the {1̄1̄1̄}B nanoparticle-nucleus interface,
the surface energies γls and γln are approximated as the
surface energy of a {1̄1̄1̄}B surface,12 36 meV/Å2. Values for
γvn are tabulated in Table S1 of the Supporting Information
for each type of nucleus. We present results for a hexagonal
nucleus shape and note that the trends we discuss pertain
for all the other nuclear geometries we studied, including
triangular, semicircular, or truncated circular.31

First, we consider the effect of ∆µ, and how it is influ-
enced by temperature and V/III ratio. The chemical potential
is a measure of the supersaturation of the growth system,
and hence ∆µ and supersaturation can be used interchange-
ably. In Figure 6 we plot Pt against ∆µ, considering the
simplified scenario of twinned {112̄0} and twin-free {11̄0}
nuclei. We use the published value32 of γvn,(112̄0) ) 36 meV/
Å2 and plot Pt for arbitrary values of γvn(11̄0). Figure 6 indicates
that twin nucleation and, consequently, a majority propor-
tion of WZ phase are possible under certain growth condi-
tions. First, Γt for twinned nuclei must be less than Γ for
nontwinned nuclei. For {112̄0} and {11̄0} nuclei, this
means the surface energies of WZ facets, γvn(112̄0) must be
lower than those of ZB facets, γvn,(11̄0), as for curves (i), (ii),
and (iii). Second, the chemical potential, ∆µ, must be
moderately high. In this plot, we considered vertical nuclei
for simplicity. For inclined nuclei, the results are analogous,
and ∆µ must be moderately high for twin formation to occur
at the critical angle �c.

The relationship between ∆µ, growth temperature T, and
the flows of group III and group V precursors is given by

where Cx and Cx,eq are the concentrations of reactant x during
growth and at equilibrium with the InAs crystal, respectively.
Group III species are expected to be supplied from the Au-In

Γ ) (1 - α)γln + α[ γvn

cos θ
+ γls tan θ + γvl tan θ ×

(� sin3 � - cos3 � + 3 cos � - 2

(cos � - 1)2 )] (2)

Pt ) exp(-∆Gt*

kBT )/ ∑
i

exp(-∆Giy*

kBT ) (3)

FIGURE 6. Twin probability, Pt, within the range of supersaturation
∆µ relevant to the MOCVD growth system, as calculated by the
model. This plot considers only vertical {112̄0} and {11̄0} nuclei.
Pt is calculated assuming γvn(112̄0) ) 36 meV/Å2, its published value,32

and arbitrary values of γvn(11̄0): (i) 48, (ii) 42, (iii) 40, (iv) 36, and (v)
32 meV/Å2.

∆µ ) kBT ln
CInCAs

CIn,eqCAs,eq
(4)
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alloy nanoparticle, so CIn and CIn,eq refer to the In concentra-
tions in the alloy. Group V species, on the other hand, have
very low solubility in Au and are expected to be supplied to
the growth interface from the vapor phase, so CAs and CAs,eq

refer to the vapor phase As concentrations.
According to eq 4, an increase in growth temperature, T,

increases ∆µ. This in turn can promote WZ growth, as
discussed for Figure 6. Our experimental results are consis-
tent with this theoretical prediction and that of Johansson
et al.: twin defects and WZ growth occur selectively under
high temperature and high supersaturation conditions.14,19

Yet, according to eq 4, a high group V flow rate, that is, a
high CAs, should also increase ∆µ and thereby promote a WZ
phase. Intriguingly, our experimental results, as discussed
earlier, show the exact opposite behavior.

To account for this unexpected result, we first considered
changes in γls and γvl that occur with changes in V/III ratio
and the effect on Pt. For example, group V species can
potentially act as surfactants to decrease γls and γvl.16,33 Our
modeling studies show that changes in γls and γvl can
account for changes in the twin period, consistent with the
work of Algra et al.12 Interestingly, changes in γvl may
explain the results of Caroff et al. for InAs nanowires.13

According to their results, the twin period decreased with
decreasing temperature, tending to WZ phase nanowires.
With decreasing temperature, γvl increases, and this could
be responsible for the shortened twin period observed by
Caroff et al.13 The effects of γls and γvl on twin period are
further described in section S6 of the Supporting Informa-
tion. However, our model reveals that γls and γvl merely
affect the twin period and cannot account for a complete
transition from twin-free ZB to pure WZ.

Instead, we find that the critical factor, determining ZB
and WZ phase perfection, is the change in γvn that occurs
with temperature and V/III ratio. For many III-V semicon-
ductors, surface energies can change markedly with tem-
perature and V/III ratio.34-39 The surface energy is closely
related to the surface reconstruction adopted under the
growth conditions. Surface reconstructions consist of a
discrete arrangement of surface atoms, into unit cells which
periodically repeat over the surface. For instance, under high
As overpressure, {111̄}B surfaces can form an As trimer
reconstruction.39

For ZB structures, the surface reconstruction and surface
energy of {11̄0}, {1̄1̄1}A, {111̄}B, and {001} surfaces, can
depend strongly on As overpressure, that is, the V/III
ratio.37,38,40 At higher As flow rates, these surfaces adsorb
As atoms onto the surface, to form energetically favorable
surface reconstructions, such as the As trimers mentioned
above. Surfaces composed of these low index planes, namely,
{112} and {113} surfaces, also form low energy surface
reconstructions under As-rich conditions.41 These low-
energy As-stabilized surfaces are also stable at low temper-
ature, where As desorption is minimal.34,38 In contrast, at
low V/III ratios where As coverage is not possible, and at high

temperatures where As desorption is significant, these
surface reconstructions cannot form and a higher energy
surface reconstruction is adopted.

Wurtzite crystal surfaces, {112̄0} and {11̄00}, show very
different surface behavior to their ZB counterparts. These
WZ surfaces are not believed to form low-energy surface
reconstructions under high As pressure.35 The {112̄0}
surfaces are unlikely to reconstruct or change surface energy
significantly with growth conditions.32,35 It is possible that
{11̄00} surfaces form low-energy surface reconstructions
under In-rich conditions, similar to GaN {11̄00} surfaces
under Ga-rich conditions.35 These In-rich conditions, that is,
high µIn conditions, occur at high growth temperature and
low V/III ratio. Under these conditions, In species can
readily diffuse from the substrate and along the nanowire
sidewalls for incorporation into the alloy nanoparticle,
which increases µIn.

The discussion above illustrates a trend, where the γvn of
ZB nuclei ({1̄1̄1}A, {111̄}B, {001}, and {11̄0}) is lowest
under conditions of high As coverage: high V/III ratio and
low growth temperature. It is this trend that allows the
formation of perfect twin-free nanowires at low temperature
and high V/III ratio. Rather than a twinned {11̄00} nucleus
forming in response to nanoparticle deformation, a twin-
free {001} nucleus, with low γvn, can form. On the other
hand, at higher temperatures and low V/III ratios, WZ nuclei
({112̄0} or {11̄00}) are likely to have lower γvn than their
ZB counterparts. Indeed, modeling within the range of
possible γvn (Table S1 of the Supporting Information) reveals
that changes in γvn are largely responsible for ZB and WZ
phase purity (section S6 of the Supporting Information).

In conclusion, simply by tailoring the basic growth
parameters of temperature and V/III ratio, we achieved
pure ZB and pure WZ III-V nanowires. Thus, complete
phase transitions can be achieved without compromising
other key nanowire properties, such as diameter and
doping. Indeed, the crystal phase could be tightly con-
trolled over a wide range of nanowire diameters. Using a
comprehensive model of nanowire nucleation, we estab-
lished that the orientation and surface energy of the
external vapor-nucleus facet determine the probability
of twin formation. Changes to the vapor-nucleus surface
energy, which occur with changes in growth conditions,
are critical for achieving phase purity. A low temperature
and high V/III ratio promote twin-free ZB growth. Under
these growth conditions, ZB surfaces can form low-energy
surface reconstructions, making the nucleation and growth
of ZB nanowires more energetically favorable. The low
temperature also creates a low supersaturation growth
condition, which further hinders twin formation. In direct
contrast, using high temperatures and low V/III ratios,
conditions under which ZB surfaces are less stable, we
achieved perfect, stacking fault-free WZ nanowires.

© 2010 American Chemical Society 914 DOI: 10.1021/nl903688v | Nano Lett. 2010, 10, 908-–915
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